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POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: PoliticalOrg,anization

II
POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

Comparative politics is the study of the forms. of
political organization, their properties, correlates,
variations, and modes of change. The object of
these inquiries is to formulate general statements
and hypotheses about the nature and conditions of
political processes and their relations to other social
phenomena.
Political organization. has been defined structurally by reference to institutions that regulate the
use of force (Radcliffe-Brown 1940; Weber 1922;
Almond 1960) and functionally with reference to
social cooperation and leadership (Schapera 1956;
Mair 1962). Political organization can be described
in terms of the processes of decision making found
in a given population (Easton 1953; 1957; Macridis
1955). All these schemes identify political organization with discrete social units, "societies" or
"political communities," within which force is controlled or excluded .and valid decision making or
directed cooperation obtain. Thus political organization is restricted to 'Social units having these
characteristics. However, in some societies, the
political community is indeterminate. As Mair
observes:
. . . some populations regard themselves, and are regarded by others, as distinct entities, but yet do not recognize
any person or body of persons as having general authority' to take decisions in matters affecting them all.
In different contexts, different subdivisions of the
whole take collective action for the purposes for which
they are autonomous; so that if such action is the
criterion of a political community, there are series of
overlapping political communities. (1962, p. 106)

If political organization is identified with discrete
communities, populations that lack such units
must be said to lack political organization. However, since these aggregates persist, they presumably have some adequate methods for regulating
their internal and external affairs. They must be
able to restrict disruptive violence and take some
kind of action in common. Definitions of political
organization that cannot accommodate such phenomena are likely to be inadequate in other respects as well. We must therefore seek a more
appropriate analytic framework.
Power and authority. Max Weber has remarked
that the common element in our everyday use of
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such terms as "political events," "actions," "institutions," and "processes" consists in their reference
to "striving to share power, or striving to influence
the distribution of power, either among states or
among groups within a state" ([1919] 1946, p. 78).
Again, in considering the sante question, Weber
noted that these terms "have to do with relations
of authority within what is, inl the present terminology, a political organization" ( [1922 J 1957,
p. 142). Except for an obscure distinction between
political and politically oriented action, Weber
seemed content not to pursue the question further;
however, power and authority differ sharply in
their nature, although they often overlap in their
distribution; and if they are the elements of political organization, it is necessary to distinguish
them and to study their interrelations with special
care.
Power is the capacity to take autonomous action
in the face of resistance from persons, groups,
rules, or material conditions. It is the ability' to
pursue one's will effectively, if Ilecessary byimposing it on others. As such it is :manifested directly
as pressure against resistance, that is, by contraposition and confrontation. Although power may
be latent and indirectly applied, it may gradually
assume the character of authority if it is regularly
effective. There are many historical cases of ·regimes based on conquest or usurpation that have
later acqUired authority through general acceptance.
Power without authority remains uninstitutionalized, labile, and relative. Because it is instrumental
and conditional, its effectiveness is uncertain.
Authority, being institutionalized, is fixed in its
scope, character, and distribution. It enjoins observance on obligatory and normative grounds
rather than instrumental ones.
Authority is the right to take certain kinds of
action, including decisions to issue commands appropriate to the circumstances. Authority thus represents the set of rules, procedures, traditions, andnorms that are regarded as binding when they are
applied within a given social unit. The rules that
establish and allocate authority also serve to limit
the authority that they institutionalize.
Among the members of a group, the distribution
of authority may be marked by special observances
of etiquette or dress. or by the use of such symbols
as the miter, crown, seal, or staff. A person in authority holds a special position that entitles him
to take certain types of action not open to every..
one. The right to act in this way may in fact be
obligatory or it may be discretionary; but if authoritative, the act imposes .an obligation of conformity
or obedience directly or indirectly ·on ·others in the
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social group. Thus the person holding authority
enjoys an immunity that extends at least as far as
the right to take these actions. He may also exercise sanctions to secure observance and have a
limited discretion in their use.
A "structure of authority" is simply a distribution of authority among a number of interconnected social positions. With regard to authority
of the same kind within a single social unit, this
structure is often, but by no means always, hierarchic in form. Such a hierarchic authority structure operates administratively, that is, its members
administer the affairs under their control in an
orderly, coordinated fashion by procedures and
rules that they and their colleagues regard as correct and binding. The principal characteristic of a
hierarchic authority structure is that the members
of inferior levels of the hierarchy are responsible
directly to those above them, including their ultimate superior. Members of superior levels are authorized to issue commands, to make decisions
about the unit's operating procedures, and to supervise the conduct of their subordinates.
Being in some respects discretionary, although
bound by precedents and rules, authority may often
be applied incorrectly or inappropriately. Incorrectly applied, it is not truly authoritative. If it is
effective, its effectiveness is a function of power.
The same conditions that create authority ensure
continuous interest in its application. Ensuing
efforts to change the rules, conditions, and distribution of authority require the mobilization of
opposing interests and alignments of power.
Political organization consists in the combination and interplay of relations of authority and
power in the regulation of public affairs. Briefly,
the political organization is the set of arrangements
by which a public regulates its common affairs.
Such regulation always integrates two modes of
public action, the administrative, which consists in
the authoritative conduct of public affairs, and the
political, which consists in the exercise and competitions of power to influence or control the course
of these affairs. Political organization thus combines authority and power; it is not independently
coterminous with either. Without power, authority
is ineffective; without authority, power may dominate but remains uninstitutionalized.
Authority, power, and regulation appear in many
social contexts that are not strictly political in the
sense that they do not relate to the regulation of
the affairs of a polity or its main components. For
example, economic power is the capacity to pursue economic goals despite resistance and competition. Ritual authority is the right to make ritual

pronouncements and to carry out certain ritual
acts. The regulation of a family or a work team
is a domestic or private affair, of concern only to
those immediately involved and their circle of close
kin and friends. Although regulation, authority,
and power are closely associated empirically, they
are analytically distinct principles and modes of
social relation and action. Regulation, which integrates authority and power, is correspondingly
more complex. In much the same way, government,
as a form of political organization, integrates specifically political and specifically administrative
forms of action. It is thus more complex than
either.
The corporate group. To maintain cohesion
and continuity, all social groups that succeed in
persisting must have adequate arrangements for
the regulation of their common affairs. However
much these affairs may vary from one group to
another, they always include control over the conditions of membership and admission and over
those relations which the members have with one
another or with outsiders which are directly relevant to the aggregate as a whole. Beyond this, the
subject matter of public regulation varies as widely
as the form, scale, character, and function of the
groups and their differing social contexts.
All persistent social units that have distinct
identities, membership, closure, presumptions of
indefinite continuity, exclusive common affairs,
and the autonomy, procedures, and organization
necessary to regulate them are corporate in nature
and form. The public, which is the persistent social
group that forms a unit regulating its common
affairs, is a corporate group. The comparative study
of political organization is in large measure a
study of the correspondences between differing or
similar modes of corporate organization and differing or similar systems of power and authority.
As regulatory units, corporations provide the
basic framework for alignments of authority and
power in the regulation of public affairs. However,
being themselves very varied in their character and
form, these units constitute differing frameworks
for power and authority and distribute them in different ways and on different principles. Accordingly, different types and combinations of corporations establish differing modes and relations of
power and authority. For example, in a polity based
on only one or two types of corporate unit, the
political organization consists of relations of power
and authority within, between, and among these
corporations and, collectively or separately, between them and external bodies. As their corporate
composition differs, even those polities which have
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an identical number of corporate forms will differ
in their regulatory processes and organization.
Although all persistent social groups with the
properties of corporations are units of public regulation for their own internal affairs, many, such as
universities, firms, clubs, or occupational associations, may have no collective role in the processes
by which the affairs of the wider unit to which they
belong are regulated. In this case, the regulatory
arrangements that constitute the internal selfgovernments of these units are not directly relevant
to the analysis of the polities to which their members belong. On the other hand, if, as· is often the
case, the members of religious communities, universities, and occupational or other groups do take
collective action through these units to influence or
control the conduct of affairs in their immediate
public or some larger aggregate, then these corporations enter directly into the political organization
of the populations concerned.
Publics, or corporate groups, vary widely in their
character, form, complexity, size, functions, and
modes of procedure. They may include village communities, cities, nations, certain types of descent
groups, age sets, secret and other closed continuing associations, cult groups, monasteries and
ritual orders, primitive bands, regiments, guilds,
trade unions, political parties, and so on. Despite
their many differences, all corporate groups have
a distinct identity, a determinate membership, closure, the presumption of indefinite continuity, common exclusive affairs, and the autonomy, procedures, and organization necessary to regulate them.
However, they differ notably in the bases on which
they recruit and organize their members. Some
corporate groups recruit their members by locality,
others by descent or cult, by occupation, age, sex,
joint property interests, ethnicity, or by exclusive
assocIation for specific or diffuse purposes. Most
corporate groups recruit their members on two or
more of these principles simultaneously. They differ correspondingly in their organization, procedures, interests, and affairs. Similar properties
found in different types of corporate groups reflect the common conditions of continuing group
organization.
Since it is identified with an exclusive set of
common affairs, the universitatis juris (Maine
1861), which includes control of the admission
and organization of its members, the corporate
group requires some set of institutional procedures
to regulate itself. These procedures involve a set
of rules and practices by which the actions of the
members or representatives of the unit may be distinguished as correct or incorrect and disagree-
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ments within the collectivity can be contained or
settled. If the rules and procedures of the corporate
group are not adequate for these purposes, under
favorable conditions dissatisfied members may
withdraw to establish a separate unit of their own.
An accepted framework of rules and procedures is
thus indispensable if the members of a group are
to regulate their mutual relations with sufficient
harmony to permit joint action in managing their
essential common affairs. And for this reason, the
rules of a corporate group will only specify those
forms of conduct which are relevant to the welfare
of the collectivity as a whole.
The institutional prescriptions and proscriptions
by which a corporate group organizes its members
and regulates its common, exclusive affairs create
a field for internal disagreements, dissension, and
initiative. The organization and processes of, corporate action provide opportunities for the members, individually or in small groups, to try to
influence the unit's decisions, to modify or maintain its rules, ·procedures, and organization or the
conditions, range, and implications of membership,
to extend or reduce the scope of its common affairs,
and to maintain or change its relations with external bodies. While the unit's institutional organization and rules establish its structure and distribution of authority, these rules and precedents
are made, retained, changed, or broken by autonomous acts which may also decide the distribution
and tenure of regulatory positions and the character of relations within the group and between it
and other bodies of similar or differing constitution. And since no persisting social unit can ever
have a framework of organization and procedures
that is fully comprehensive and appropriate for all
the eventualities that arise in its history, all social
units must retain sufficient autonomy to enable
them to modify, supplement, reinterpret, repeal,
or develop their rules, procedures, and organization as a necessity of successful adaptation to their
changing external environment and internal distributions of power and need. Moreover, as units
of public regulation, all corporate groups also require an internal authority structure by which their
affairs can be representatively handled; and this
structure provides a major focus of internal political competition as individual members and segments try to influence, limit, evade, or control
the uses, conditions, objects, and distribution of
authority.
Types of corporations. Corporate groups represent one type of corporation; others are categories,
offices, colleges, and commissions. Of these five,
corporate groups, offices~ and colleges possess all
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those conditions which are necessary to maintain
their continuity as self-regulatory unjts. Commissions and corporate categories lack some of these
essentials. Some commissions, such as military,
Inag.isteriaL and certain ritual comlnissions, lack
uniqueness and determinate spheres of competence; others, such as charismatic leadership or ad
hoc parliamentary commissions, although unique,
lack the appropriate bases fOf continuity. Such
corporate categories as moieties, uncoordinated
clans, castes, or age sets among the Turkana and
KariJnojong (Gulliver 1958; Dyson-Hudson 1963)
lack the necessary bases for organization as groups.
They cannot therefore serve as inclusive units of
positive regulation.
The office. The corporation sole (Maine 1861),
or office, has all the properties of the corporate
group except that at any time only one member,
the incumbent, fully represents it. Normally the
office is also represented indirectly and incompletely through an official staff controlled by its
holder. In Weber's terminology, this structure constitutes an "administrative organ" ([1922J 1957,
pp. 302-303). Offices vary in the complexity and
size of the staff through which they regulate their
affairs.
As a centrally directed organization of roles and
responsibilities, the office and its staff form a continuing aggregate which is in many ways quite
similar to a corporate group. However, the structure is always a specialized segment of a wider
public or corporate group, soine or all of whose
common affairs it serves to regulate. Those processes of political competition and rivalry which
characterize the corporate group operate also within the administrative staff attached to an office.
Members of this staff compete with one another
for influence, promotion, autonomy in their respective spheres, and for such other rewards and advantages as the structure provides. Such political
conditions will modify the formal hierarchy of
authority within the office if they are not controlled; and if this formal authority structure is not
maintained, relations between the staff and the
wider public will also· change as a function of those
redistributions of autonomy within the office.
As a unique perpetual unit with public regulatory roles, office is always distinguished from the
personality of the individual who holds it. Even in
those societies, such as the Bemba, Wambugwe,
Luapula, and Yao, which institutionalize office as
hierarchic units linked to one another by ties of
"perpetual kinship" individuals are totally identified with the perpetual statuses to which they are
recruited (Richards 1940, p. 91 ff.; 1950, p. 224;

Gray 1953; Cunnison 1956; Mitchell 1956). In its
more familiar forms, such as presidencies, university chancellorships, managing directorships,
kingships, or the papacy, office is clearly an extremely important organ for the regulation of the
affairs of the corporate group in which it eXists.
However, offices differ widely in their forms, character, and capacities. For some the method of recruitment is hereditary; for others elective; and
others have mixed forms of succession. The authority of office may be narrow or wide in its scope,
that is, the affairs to which it relates, or in its
range, the size of the aggregate it regulates. Some
offices, such as the Shilluk and Ngonde chieftaincies are primarily symbolic and integrative,executive authority being dispersed among other units
(Wilson 1939; Evans-Pritchard 1948). Other offices, although executive in character, may be accountable for their conduct to some other bodya college, a corporate group, or a superior office.
The mere existence of an office or hierarchy of
offices, however exalted, has very indefinite connotations for the working of the political organization.
What really matters is the basis of recruitment to
the office, the scope and range of the office, the
character of the authority vested in it, the limits
of its autonomous discretion, the sanctions· that it
controls, the actual distributions of power and
authority among the office staff, and the relationships between the office, its staff, and the public
to which it relates.
.The college. The college is an extremely adaptable type of corporation, possessing certain properties common to corporate groups and offices alike.
The college has two distinguishing characteristics:
first, it contains a plurality of members who thus
have equal status; second, the members of a college
are always a minority of the public with which the
college is identified. Like offices and corporate
groups, colleges are presumed to be indefinitely
continuous, have distinct identities, control the
admission of members, and have a determinate
membership, organization, procedures, common affairs, and autonomy to regulate them. In such cases
as the College of Cardinals, the U.S. Supreme
Court, the council of the Iroquois League, and
modern cabinets, the membership of the college is
entirely confined to the holders of particular offices;
in others, the members are persons who hold representative commissions and meet certain qualifications. The latter would include, for example, the
Athenian: ecclesia and council, the British House of
Commons, the Yampai grade of the Egbo society
among the Efik (Jones 1956, p. 138 ff.), village
panchayats in India (Dube 1955; Mayer 1960;
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Marriott 1955), or community councils among the
Kikuyu, lbo, and ·Bini (Meek 1-937, p. 148 ff.; Middleton 1953; Lambert 1956; Bradbury 1957).
Some colleges have symbolic or executive heads;
some do not. Colleges. may meet more or less regularly, frequently, and publicly. The representation
that they provide the public maybe more or less
exclusive. Admission maybe restricted on grounds
of descent, as with the ruling councils of southern
Bantu chiefdoms (Schapera 1937), of age, as
among the Galla (Huntingford 1955), of wealth,
or of ritual status. Greek thinkers, having distinguished collegial from monarchic forms of government, classified collegial systems as aristocratic,
oligarchic, or other on grounds of their representativeness and composition. They may also be classified according to· the functions' they perform:
judicial, legislative, executive, ritual, or electoral.
While some colleges are functionally specific, others
regulate a variety of functions.
If the college consists only of officeholders, they
can execute its decisions. Alternatively, members
of the college may enforce its decisions personally,
as in Athens, or through dependents and subordinates, as in. such graded secret societies as the
Ogboni, Poro, or Egbo (Morton-Williams 1960;
Little 1949; Jones 1956). Alternatively, the college
may delegate executive roles to hereditary or elected
officials, as in Sparta and Rome; or ·it may distribute various tasks among corporate units of different kinds, as among the Cheyenne or Yako
(Hoebel 1960; Forde 1961; 1964). Where a number of regulatory colleges coexist, they may be differentiated functionally, by the types of affairs that
each regulates; or hierarchically, by reference to
their jurisdictions and the type of unit· that each
controls-age set, lineage, ward, village, and so
on. Executive responsibilities may rotate among
the different colleges.
Colleges and offices are often found together. As
the preceding remarks indicate, the main 'strength
of a collegial system lies in its representative character, which, even when sectional, provides opportunities for politically active segments of a public
to deliberate together on matters of common concern. Although an office isa collective representation, it does not provide for adequate participation
by the public in the formation of official policies.
Thus, while collegial organization. is ill suited to
continuous administrative action, the office is excellently adapted to that end.
Offices and colleges may .be .combined within a
common regulatory system in various ways. Where
the college retains decisive control·of appointments
and policy formation, the office may be either sym-
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bolic, as among th·e Yoruba (Lloyd 1960; .1962),
or, if executive, .lacking in any significant: discretionary power. In the opposite situation, where
the senior office enjoys dominance, the college
may be merely a device for mobilizing periodic
support and an instrument for administrative
communication.
Combinations of office and college always lead
to competition betwe.en these units to preserve or
extend their relative autonomies and spheres of
competence. Since both the college and, the official
organization will be divided. internally by political
alignments and cleavages, a wide variety of interlocking alliances and oppositions are po:ssible between their members. The stability of the political
organization will then depend on the cohesiveness
of those underlying structural conditions . which
regulate the distributions of power and authority.
The corporate groupings in which the members of
the wider public are organized have certain structurally requisite conditions and relations, and these
very conditions and relations serve to limit changes
in the distribution of power and authority and thus
to maintain continuity. On the other hand, change
or lack of change in the power-authority structure
may limit the capacity of the. corporate system to
persist. An excellent example of such structural
limits to political change is found among the
Kachin of highland Burma (Leach 19.54).
The polity. The most inclusive aggregate having a common corporate organization and functional cohesion is a polity. The polity coincides in
its form and limits with the maximum spread of
the institutional framework within which power
and authority are distributed and public regulation
proceeds. The term "polity" accordingly is used to
identify an aggregate with a common set of corporate forms. As the basic analytic unit for comparative studies, the nature of the polity deserves
special attention. In one sense, the term denotes a
distinctive form of political organization; in another it refers to the society of which this is the
political form. It also denotes the largest social aggregates organized separately in .this form. However,. the limits of the aggregate organized as a distinct unit do not always coincide with the limits of
the society of which it is part or with the territorial
spread of the polity which it represents.
As· the form of political· organization, a polity
represents the political aspect of a ,society, and
often the two are confused. As Nadel says, "mostly,
when we look for a society, we find a political unit,
and when speaking of the former we mean in effect
the latter" (1951, p. 1~7). Analytically, a society
is a self-sustaining .system of social relations and
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in~titutions (Levy 1952~ p. 111 ff.). Concretely, it
is the aggregate that shares these institutional
forms. Comparatively, societies vary in the inclu"siveness as well as the forms of their political institutions. Some societies~ such as France, the United
States~Tikopia, and the Cheyenne, include all their
members in a single polity. In these cases the polity
coincides with the limits of the societal aggregate.
Other polities, such as the Hausa, Tswana, and
western Malays (Hogben 1930; Schapera 1938;
1953; Gullick 1958), do not include their societies
in a single unit. Although their polities are centralized, the Hausa, Tswana, and western Malays lack
a single inclusive political organization. Therefore,
as societies they are "acephalous." On the other
hand, the societies of Tikopia, the Cheyenne, and
the Shilluk, which constitute single polities, are
clearly uncentralized.
Societies may be subdivided into a number of
autonomous, acephalous units of similar form and
kind, for example the Nuer and the Gusii (EvansPritchard 1940; Mayer 1949). Acephalous political
organization may take two alternative forms, which
we can illustrate by contrasting the Nuer and the
Tallensi (Fortes 1940; 1945). The Nuer polity
consists of aggregates whose members act together
to regulate common affairs. These are a number
of socially and territorially discrete tribes. Each
Nuer tribe can thus be studied separately, as representative of the whole society. The political organization of the Tallensi is quite different. Their
largest publics are local communities. Each community is internally divided into lineages and segments of clans, which are connected to similar
units elsewhere by a network of collective ties.
Since these kinship bonds are coextensive with the
society, the entire population constitutes a cohesive
acephalous unit. To study a Tale community in
isolation, therefore, yields a misleading picture of
the society and polity alike, since in this case both
coincide. Thus, acephalous and centralized polities
alike may embrace entire societies as single units,
or they may subdivide these societies into a number of structurally similar parts. Moreover, a society
which has an effective centralized organization may
also extend its rule over other aggregates with differing social institutions, thereby increasing the
complexity of all.
Instead of looking for discrete political communities characterized by authoritative decision making,
the exclusion of internal force, or inclusive cooperative action~ or of simply classifying polities as unitary or segmentary states or nonstates, we may
regard the widest aggregates haVing a common
form of political organization as the unit of comparative analysis. Where such aggregates are sub-

divided into a number of discrete autonomous
self-regulating publics, we can treat these units as
representatives of the polity as a whole. This is
indeed the general -practice of anthropologists and
political scientists alike. In this way the modes of
organization, degrees and areas of centralization,
forms of internal order, cooperation, and decision
making can be analyzed comparatively.
Autonomy. The autonomy that a public requires as a condition of its viability may be reserved wholly to its membership, as in Nuer communities, in which case the public is genuinely
acephalous; or autonomy may be concentrated
wholly in one or several representative regulatory
organs, such as colleges or offices: or it may be
distributed variously among the members of the
public and its representative regulatory institutions.
In all cases, the institutionalized distribution of
such autonomy is a critical dimension of the unit's
authority structure. This distribution promotes the
kinds of continuous political action that maintain
or change the authority structure; and just as the
distribution and scope of relative autonomy varies
with the composition" of the public, so do the typical
forms of political issues and activities.
The greater the authority allocated to a regulatory office or college, the greater the autonomy
it requires. But the greater the autonomy this regu..
latory organ holds, the less easily is it controlled
by the members of the public whose affairs it
regulates.
The autonomous discretion that inheres in regulatory authority is neither arbitrary nor unlimited.
It represents the minimum range of discretion
necessary to ensure appropriate action in various
emergencies. The range may be very narrow, as in
ancient Athens or modern Britain, or it may be
very wide, as among the Inca (Moore 1958) and
in Ottoman Turkey (Gibb & Bowen 1950). It may
also be wide in some areas of activity and very restricted in others, as for instance in imperial China
(Sprenkel 1962). The executive autonomy may be
retained by the senior office of the hierarchy, as in
the absolute monarchies of eighteenth-century
Europe or the Roman Catholic church, or it may
be exercised primarily by a senior subordinate, such
as the Lozi ngambela (Gluckman 1951), the Ottoman grand vizier, the Aztec ciuacoatl ( Soustelle
1955), or the Japanese shoguns (Sansom 1932).
Executive authority may be vested in a college,
such as the Inca opocunas, the Yoruba iwarefa
(Lloyd 1962), the Roman senate, or modern
cabinets.
Weber, who seems to have regarded all stable
concentrations of authority and expansions of political aggregates as correlates of "patrimonial," or
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chiefly, rule, characterizes the regime in which
uabsolute authority is maximized" by the chief as
"sultanism" ([1922] 1957, p. 318). But, however
broad and overwhelming such authority may be,
it can never be absolute, since its effectiveness
depends on the exercise of power to the degree
that its action transgresses the legitimate range of
permitted discretion. And power, however decisive,
is always unstable and relative, never absolute or
fixed. It breeds its own rivals. Few rulers have in
fact been more uneasy in their rule and more dependent on their staffs than those sultans who
sought to maximize an absolute authority, only to
find that they were increasing their dependence
on the staff, through which authority was exercised, and by which it would be appropriated unless
rigorous discipline was maintained. As we have
seen, the Lozi,Ottoman, and Aztec monarchs found
it strategic to delegate executive power to ~'grand
viziers," whose offices then bore the odium for
actions necessary to maintain the system. But as the
Ottoman case shows clearly, in transferring this
autonomy, the sultan effectively placed his regime
in the hands of his grand vizier.
Comparative politics. Only in the very simplest
societies are the publics not divided into a number
of internally autonomous corporate groups. Examples of such societies include the Andamanese
(Radcliffe-Brown 1922), the Mbuti (Turnbull
1961), the Bushmen (Marshall 1960; 1961), the
Shoshoneans (Steward 1938; 1955) or the Nambikuara (LeVi-Strauss 1955). In all these cases,
local communities or bands are sections of a wider
aggregate, the tribe. Yet even among the Nambikuara and Shoshoneans, the leading members of
these bands exercised little authority beyond that
reqUired by relations of ritual, kinship, and subsistence.
In the absence of a representative public authority, autonomy is dispersed among the adult
male members of the group, who may transfer their
affiliations when they change residence. There being no hierarchic authority structure within such
groups, there can be none between them. Nonetheless, within each band, positions of authority
identified primarily by kinship and ritual relations
do exist: the band as a whole may have a leader
or a symbolic head, or it may regulate its common
affairs collectively. Individual misconduct may lead
to collective reactions; and dissatisfaction with
such band government may lead to individual withdrawal. Occasionally feuds arise between bands.
These feuds may .actually reinforce internal cohesion.
The segmentary lineage systems of such societies as the Nuer and Tiv exhibit similar conditions
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and principles of organization. Their most distinctive feature is a schematic alignment of local
groups by their closeness or remoteness of kinship
according to putative unilineal descent. This genealogical classification of autonomous local groups
serves to guide their political relations of alliance
and opposition. Internally, each group forms a
single unit within which authority fs distributed
and collective action handled administratively. Externally, as coordinate units, groups may combine
at one moment to oppose outsiders and then. segregate to oppose one 'another, according to, the prevailing scheme of lineal and local alignments. As
in the case of band-organized units, authority is
dispersed within each segment, but the genealogical connections of these segments cannot constitute
a hierarchic organization of groups. Unless some
principle of differential ranking prevails, segments
are equal, each a distinct autonomous unit with its
own intern.al concerns and regulatory arrangements. Under these circumstances, there may be
a;n .inclusive college, as among the Kikuyu and lbo,
but not necessarily a representative official structure, as, for example, in Tikopia (Firth 1949; 1959,
p. 254 £F.). Political and administrative relations are
here completely fused and' corporately differentiated from other types of social relations.
The autonomy of these corporate g~oups corresponds in its scope to the jurisdiction they exercise
on behalf of their members and over them and thus
to the limits of their collective responsibility. This
autonomy may either be based on the absence of
alternative forms of grouping or on the coexistence
of a plurality of corporate forms that dislocate one
another by dispersing loyalties and generating
conflict. There are many differing types of such
structurally disharmonic polities, for example the
Murngin (Warner 1937), the Plateau Tonga (Col..
son 1953), the Siuai (Oliver 1955, p.361 £F.), the
Kachin (Leach 1954), the Usurufa, Kamano, and
Fore of highland New Guinea (Berndt 1962), or
European feudalism (Bloch 1939-1940). The prevalence of disharmonic systems should be noted.
Some may perpetuate themselves almost indefinitely, haVing institutionalized adequate adaptations, to their basic disharmony; other disharmonic
systems oscillate between two poles, as among the
Kachin or in medieval China and Japan; still others
undergo changes of structural type as a result of
the conflicts their disharmonies generate. Such
structural chan.ges occurred, for example, in ancient Athens and Rome and in feudal France and
Britain.
In extreme autarchy, relations between corporate
units are almost entirely political, while those
within them are primarily administrative. If these
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units are successively segnlented or if they are
linked serially by ties of increasing inclusiveness,
then their political and administrative alignments
alternate. To stabilize the larger aggregates it is
necessary to find some basis other than mere genealogy for a more consistent differentiation of political and administrative relations. Wllether such
differentiations take a collegial, official, or mixed
form, they all consist in the institutionalization of
certain types of regulatory roles and responsibilities
on the basis of some distinctions of seniority and
precedence, however diffuse or flexible. The only
alternatives to an acephalous structure of coordinate corporate groups are a collegial organization,
a system of central regulatory offices~ or both in
various combinations. The b.roader the authority
such representative organs exercise, the more the
autonomy distributed among other segments or
members of the group is restricted. The larger the
aggregate that regulates its public affairs as a unit
and the greater the functional differentiation of its
regulatory roles, the more cohesive and integrated
the unit becomes.
lJnder collegial or official direction, the various
s'egments of the larger public will continue to administer their internal affairs autonomously, although within the limits required by the unity of
the entire aggregate and by the authority of its
regulatory organs. These limits may be extensive
or limited. Among the IroqUOiS, Kikuyu, and lbo,
whose local communities had a collegial regulatory
organization, lineage rights of retaliation prevailed,
and violence was sporadic, although feud was ruled
out. In such "centralized" systems as Ruanda,
feudal Europe, and Japan violence was so common
as to be virtually institutionalized. It is thus not
essential to the character, cohesion, or continuity
of a public that violence should be excluded among
its members; neither is it the case that all publics
are units of internal cooperation and external independence. What is necessary·is that the incidence,
forms, and occasions of violence should be governed by authoritative rules and that responsibilities for violence should be allocated to corporate
units. For the unity of the aggregate, a common set
of external relations is much more essential and
seems to be decisive.
It is not always the case that polities differ in
their scale according to their levels of centralization. Some large populations, such as the Tiv, Gusii,
Masai, or lbo, maintain polities of an acephalous
type, while many small units, such as the Mambwe
villages (Watson 1958, p. 72 ff.) or some Tswana
tribes, are relatively centralized.
Authority may be said to be centralized when

the autonomy to regulate certain types of affairs by
positive action has been transferred to some single
organ or set of organs which then coordinates these
affairs for all members of the aggregate. This transfer of autonomy from the members and primary
corporations of the unit may be voluntary, or it
may be forced. Once achieved, in order to be instrumentally effective, it requires that the central regulatory organ should control an adequate concentration of sanctions and should also be capable of
employing these autonomously to enforce its orders,
especially to discourage political aggrandizements
among its staff. When authority is effectively cerltralized in this way, whether on a collegial or an
official basis or on both simultaneously-as in modern societies-those who hold this authority may
try to increase its range or scope by pursuing territorial expansion or by extending the types of affairs
that fall under their regulation. The latter is the
course that most consistently requires and promotes increases in the size, compleXity, and functional differentiation of the administrative structure
and in its segregation from public political processes. This may either lead to the development of
a strictly bureaucratic order (Weber [1919] 1946,
p. 196 ff.; [1922] 1957, p. 302 ff., p. 360 ff.) or to
the domination of an aggregate by a "ruling bureaucracy~' (Wittfogel 1953; 1957).
An essential condition for the effective centralization of the administrative staff within any unit
of moderate size is the segregation of this administrative structure from the context and processes
of public political competition. This is a more difficult achievement than the simple differentiation of
judicial, military, and civil functions. These functions lnay be distributed among different persons
in both acephalous and centralized collegial systems, as among the Kipsigi, Galla, and Kikuyu. Or
these functions may be combined and exercised
through a single official or collegial structure in
various centralized systems, as in the southern
Bantu chiefdoms (Schapera 1937). However, to
preclude the appropriation of power by administrative staff, to maintain disciplined performance, and
to penalize inefficiency or corruption, it is essential
that the different regulatory roles should be segregated and distributed among different units and
that provisions for supervision and staff control
should also be adequate. When an administration
relies for its staff on territorial chiefs, who are
often recruited hereditarily and may be identified
politically with their communities, as among the
Tswana or in feudal Europe, disassociation of the
regulatory roles and the maintenance of central
control are both very difficult. The Chinese sought,
<
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during the Ch'ing period, to prevent the, political
decentralization of the administration by restricting
tenure of office to three years, by excluding hereditary appointments in the bureaucracy, by sending
officials to communities where they were strangers,
and by specializing the staff of different offices
(Sprenkel 1962). The Inca sought to control their
territorial officials through an elaborate system of
specialized traveling inspectors. lbe Zulu, Ruanda,
and Lozi kings, like the Kamakura shoguns, sought
simultaneously to subdivide the loyalties of their
subjects and to set their subordinates against one
another by differentiating the types and sources of
control. The Hausa of Zazzau simply concentrated
their senior territorial officials in the capital and
thus segregated them from the communities they
were appointed to rule (Smith 1960). Despite the
high levels of functional specialization of the ruling
colleges of Athens and Rome, those colleges sought
to control their highest officials by institutions of
indictment, accountability, and time-limited tenure
of office. In the acephalous collegial polities of the
Cheyenne, Yako, and Kipsigi, authority to regulate different affairs was systematically dispersed
among differing organs of government. One legacy
of royal absolutism which is quite basic to the
complex governments of modern society is the s~g
regation of the bureaucratic apparatus from the
arena of political competition for control of policy.
M. G.
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